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Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and hypertension:
mechanism of the linkage and 24-h blood
pressure control

Kazuomi Kario

Hypertensive patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) constitute a high-risk group for metabolic syndrome.

OSAS directly induces negative intrathoracic pressure and decreases pulmonary stretch receptor stimulation, chemoreceptor

stimulation, hypoxemia, hypercapnia and microarousal. These changes potentiate various risk factors, including the sympathetic

nervous system, renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system and inflammation. Early detection and treatment of OSAS in

asymptomatic hypertensive patients is essentially important to prevent hypertensive target organ damage and subsequent

cardiovascular events. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy, a first-line treatment in hypertensive patients with

moderate to severe OSAS, reduces ambulatory BP level, particularly during the sleep period, and midnight BP surge. However,

individual differences in the BP-lowering effect of CPAP have been observed. OSAS hypertensive patients who do not tolerate

CPAP remain at a high risk for cardiovascular disease because of negative intrathoracic pressure and need more aggressive

antihypertensive treatment to achieve 24-h BP control with nocturnal BP o120/70 mm Hg.
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INTRODUCTION

Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) is a risk factor for
hypertensive target organ damage and subsequent cardiovascular
disease. Recent guidelines for the management of hypertension have
stressed the importance of OSAS.1,2 In clinical practice, early detection
of OSAS in atypical asymptomatic hypertension and management of
24-h blood pressure (BP) control, combined with continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP), are essentially important in reducing target
organ damage and risk of cardiovascular events.
The review focuses on the mechanism linking OSAS with

hypertension and target organ damage, and proposes a clinical
process for the detection and management of OSAS in hypertensive
patients.

MECHANISM UNDERLYING THE LINK BETWEEN

HYPERTENSION AND OSAS

OSAS is a risk factor for hypertension-related cardiovascular diseases,
including ischemic heart disease, heart failure, arrhythmias, large
vessel disease and cerebrovascular disease.3 OSAS is associated with
a particularly high frequency of cardiovascular events during the night;
however, the daytime incidence of cardiovascular events associated
with OSAS is also increasing. Some reports have shown that OSAS
is frequently associated with sudden death and acute myocardial

infarction during the night.4,5 Midnight BP surge occurring during
apneic episodes may be directly related to the nocturnal occurrence of
cardiovascular events.
There are various mechanisms of OSAS that augment hypertension

and target organ damage (Figure 1). OSAS directly induces negative
intrathoracic pressure and decreases pulmonary stretch receptor
stimulation, chemoreceptor stimulation, hypoxemia, hypercapnia
and microarousal. These changes alter the various risk factors for
hypertension and cardiovascular disease.
Periodic nocturnal hypoxemia increases the oxidative stress to the

body, which in turn induces inflammatory reactions and endothelial
damage.6–9 In OSAS patients, nitrogen monoxide production is
decreased and flow-mediated dilation decreases with an increasing
apnea–hypopnea index (AHI). CPAP attenuates the decrease of nitro-
gen monoxide production observed in OSAS.10 Blood levels of high-
sensitivity C-reactive protein, a marker of inflammation, are increased
in OSAS and the degree of increase has been shown to be higher in
OSAS patients with the non-dipper type of diurnal BP variation than
in those with the dipper type.11 These data indicate that OSAS patients
with the non-dipper/riser type of nocturnal hypertension are also at an
increased risk of cardiovascular events. Ambulatory BP monitoring
(ABPM) for evaluating nocturnal BP is therefore recommended in
OSAS patients. Although the serum levels of C-reactive protein and
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interleukin-6 are increased in OSAS patients, CPAP attenuates the
degree of increase of these parameters.12

OSAS patients have frequent awakenings at night and show elevated
sympathetic nervous activity. As the pulmonary stretch receptor reflex,
which suppresses sympathetic nervous activation, is decreased in
OSAS, the balance of the autonomic nervous activity shows a tendency
toward increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system.13 At the
time of the nocturnal episodes of hypoxia, in particular, a burst of
sympathetic nervous activity occurs, resulting in elevation of BP and
heart rate. It is also widely recognized that apneic episodes in OSAS
patients are exacerbated during rapid eye movement sleep, during
which sympathetic nervous activity is increased. Increased sympa-
thetic nervous activity may also cause coronary spasm and induce
vasospastic angina pectoris. Furthermore, periodic negative intrathor-
acic pressure (�80mmHg, at most), together with a midnight surge
of BP, exerts mechanical stress on the ventricular and atrial walls,
resulting in the development of left ventricular hypertrophy and left
atrial remodeling and, consequently, an elevated risk of heart failure
and atrial fibrillation.13 The incidence of eccentric cardiomegaly has
been reported to be elevated in OSAS patients with left ventricular
anomaly.14

A number of reports have shown that OSAS patients show
decreased serum levels of adiponectin because of increased sympa-
thetic nervous activity,15 insulin resistance,16 activity of the renin–
angiotensin–aldosterone (RAA) system17 and production of vasopres-
sor hormones, and these changes are involved in the elevation of BP
in OSAS patients. Plasma levels of endothelin-1 during the night
in OSAS patients are increased in relation to BP and the severity
of OSAS.18

MEDICAL CARE PROCESS OF HYPERTENSION TAKING INTO

CONSIDERATION OSAS

The clinical signs from which OSAS can be suspected are shown in
Table 1.1 It is a matter of course that typically obese patients with

hypertension who show symptoms such as daytime sleepiness,
decreased concentration, depression and snoring at night should be
suspected of having OSAS, but it is often the case that patients with
hypertension do not have any subjective symptoms. It is therefore
important to suspect OSAS and obtain a detailed history, even in the
absence of subjective symptoms.
Portable pulse oximetry is useful for screening OSAS; however,

accurate diagnosis and evaluation of OSAS severity can only be made
by polysomnography. The severity of OSAS is classified on the basis of
the apnea–hypopnea index (number of apneic/hypopneic episodes per
hour): 5–15, mild; 15–30, moderate; 30 or more, severe.
The medical care process of masked hypertension, after taking

OSAS into consideration, is shown in Figure 2. First, BP levels in
the early morning are measured with a self-measured home BP
monitoring. When the level is 135/85mmHg or higher, the condition
is regarded as morning hypertension and treated by an antihyper-
tensive drug with the goal of obtaining normal morning BP levels
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Figure 1 Mechanism of hypertension and target organ damage in obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. RAA, renin–angiotensin–aldosterone; LV, left ventricular.

Table 1 Key words detecting obstructive sleep apnea syndrome

Symptom Daytime sleepiness, reduced concentration, depression,

Indefinite complains (headache, malaise) at awakening or in

the morning, marked snoring, frequent awakening during the

night, nocturia, nocturnal dyspnea (feeling of suffocation)

Physical findings Obesity, micrognathia

Findings on

examination

Resistant morning hypertension including nocturnal hyper-

tension, Left ventricular hypertrophy (particularly when the

clinic and home BPs are normal), sleep-onset cardiovascular

events (including arterial fibrillation and ventricular arrhythmia),

metabolic syndrome

Abbreviation: BP, blood pressure.
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o135/85mmHg.19 When morning BP is lower than 135/85mmHg,
ABPM is recommended. When mean 24-h BP is 130/80mmHg or
more, cases in which the daytime BP is high (X135/85mmHg) are
considered to have daytime stress-induced hypertension. Cases in
which nocturnal BP is high (X120/70mmHg) are considered to
have nocturnal hypertension, and antihypertensive therapy targeted at
these conditions is administered.19 When patients have nocturnal/
morning resistant hypertension and nocturnal or morning BP cannot
be controlled, it is important to suspect OSAS.19

Moreover, in patients with a past history of nocturia, nocturnal
dyspnea (a sensation of asphyxia) and nocturnal cardiovascular events
(myocardial infarction, cerebral stroke, acute aortic dissection or
supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmia) in spite of normal clinic
BP readings, OSAS must be suspected. Even in patients in whom 24-h
BP levels are normal at o130/80mmHg, OSAS should be suspected
when there is a past history and evidence of advanced target organ
damage, particularly left ventricular hypertrophy, which is likely to be
influenced by pressure load on the left ventricle. In OSAS, strong
pressure load is placed on the left ventricular wall caused by periodic
negative intrathoracic pressure during the episodes of apnea, leading
to the development of hypertensive heart diseases, even when 24-h
BP readings evaluated by ABPM, including nocturnal BP levels, are
normal.

TREATMENT OF HYPERTENSION ASSOCIATED WITH OSAS

Non-drug therapy
Weight loss is most effective in obese OSAS patients. As deterioration
of OSAS occurs with alcohol intake, moderate drinking is to be
recommended. Smokers are advised to quit smoking.

CPAP therapy
In hypertensive patients with moderate to severe OSAS (AHI 420),
CPAP therapy is attempted as a first-line treatment (Figure 3). CPAP
therapy exerts a BP-lowering effect, decreases nocturnal BP surge and
improves cardiovascular prognosis in many OSAS patients. In a
clinical trial conducted to compare the BP-lowering effect of CPAP
and oxygen therapy, BP decreased only in the CPAP group.20 It is

therefore suggested that the BP-lowering effect of CPAP is not related
to improvement of nocturnal hypoxemia alone.
According to the meta-analysis that included 16 randomized con-

trolled trials and involved 818 OSAS patients, when comparing the
effects of CPAP on BP over at least 2 weeks with placebos (simulated
CPAP in eight patients, drug therapy in four patients and conservative
therapy in four patients), the mean BP reduction with CPAP was
�2.46mmHg (95% confidence interval (CI):�4.31 to�0.62mmHg)
for systolic BP and �1.83mmHg (95% CI: �3.05 to �0.61mmHg)
for diastolic BP.21 Thus, the BP-lowering effect of CPAP is considered
to be slight, taking into account the mean BP level in the study
population.
Individual differences in the effect of CPAP have been observed; the

BP-lowering effect of CPAP has been reported to be favorable in
hypertensive patients with the following characteristics (Table 2):
higher BP levels, untreated hypertension, nocturnal hypertension
and resistant hypertension.21–24 In patients with nocturnal hyperten-
sion of the non-dipper/riser type in particular, BP levels during sleep
are more selectively decreased by CPAP and the condition improves to
the normal dipper type in many cases.25 Moreover, ‘midnight BP
surge’ observed during episodes of apnea, is also suppressed by CPAP
therapy.26,27

In patients with nocturnal hypertension, severe OSAS (AHI430)
and high body mass index,21,28 CPAP has been reported to markedly
reduce BP.22 The presence or absence of daytime sleepiness also
influences the BP-lowering effect of CPAP. In OSAS patients with
less daytime sleepiness, the BP-lowering effect of CPAP on daytime BP
may be low,28–30 and CPAP compliance would also be poor in such
patients. To obtain a favorable BP-lowering effect with CPAP treat-
ment, it is important to ensure favorable compliance with CPAP, use
of CPAP for at least 3 h each night,22 50% decrease of the AHI31 and
prolonged periods of CPAP use.31

Antihypertensive drugs
Hypertensive patients with mild to moderate (AHIo20) or moderate
to severe OSAS who do not tolerate CPAP will remain at high risk to
cardiovascular diseases. Such patients should be considered as high
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Figure 2 Detection of sleep apnea syndrome in clinical practice. BP, blood pressure; ABPM, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, CV, cardiovascular.
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risk and must receive more aggressive antihypertensive therapy for
intensive 24-h BP control (Figure 3). There is as yet insufficient
evidence to set an optimal target BP level, but it is important to
suppress nocturnal BP at least to the reference levels, that is, 120/
70mmHg,1 taking into consideration the increase in the negative
intrathoracic pressure load during apneic episodes on the thoracic
aorta and heart (the level may reach �80mmHg).
There is also as yet insufficient evidence to suggest whether any

specific class of antihypertensive drugs must be used to treat hyper-
tension associated with OSAS. No change of the AHI is observed with

any class of antihypertensive drugs, including a-methyldopa and b
blockers, which have central actions, Calcium (Ca) antagonists or
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, indicating that none
of the known classes of antihypertensive drugs may exert any specific
effect on OSAS itself.32,33 An assessment conducted on a small number
of patients showed that b blockers significantly reduced diastolic BP
measured on clinical examination compared with Ca antagonists, ACE
inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers and diuretics. Another report
showed significant reduction of the nocturnal systolic and diastolic BP
levels following treatment with b blockers compared with Ca antago-
nists, ACE inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers, although
there was no significant difference in the degree of reduction of
daytime BP during awakening, nor any difference compared with
diuretics.34 However, one study suggested that nocturnal BP level
could only be minimally controlled by single drug administration,
including b blockers, although daytime BP levels could be reduced.35

Thus, no consensus has yet been established on the OSAS-specific
efficacy of b-blockers. As the plasma aldosterone levels are increased in
OSAS patients with resistant hypertension, it is considered that
aldosterone blockers may be useful for the treatment of hypertension
in these patients. From the viewpoint of suppression of target organ
damage, OSAS patients, especially obese OSAS patients, show
enhanced activity of the RAA system and a high frequency of left
ventricular hypertrophy, suggesting that treatment with RAA system
inhibitors might be useful in these patients. It has been suggested that
diuretics improved laryngeal edema and then improved OSAS in
hypertensive OSAS patients with heart failure.36 On the other hand,
one study has suggested the possibility of dry cough induced by ACE
inhibitors causing an inflammation of the upper airway and worsen-
ing OSAS itself in OSAS patients.37

CONCLUSION

Ambulatory BP measured by ABPM in OSAS patients often shows
nocturnal hypertension with increased variations of BP. OSAS patients
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Figure 3 Management of hypertension with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.

Table 2 Determinants of effective reduction in blood pressure by

CPAP therapy in hypertensive patients with obstructive sleep apnea

syndrome

Characteristics

Obesity (increased BMI)

Blood pressure

Higher BP level before treatment

Untreated hypertension

Nocturnal hypertension

Resistant hypertension

OSAS factor

Severe OSAS AHI430

OSAS with daytime sleepiness

CPAP factor

Adequate compliance for CPAP use for 43-h/night

Long-term use of CPAP

Effectiveness of CPAP (AHI reduction 450%)

Abbreviations: AHI, apnea–hypopnea index; BMI, body mass index; CPAP, continuous positive
airway pressure; OSAS, obstructive sleep apnea.
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are recognized as a high-risk group for metabolic syndrome, attribu-
table to obesity. Moreover, for resistant morning hypertension or
nocturnal hypertension without typical symptoms in patients with left
ventricular hypertrophy, even where ambulatory BP level is normal, it
is important to suspect OSAS and carry out appropriate diagnosis and
treatment.
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